sue bauerMiriam we are excited to have you join us today!
CCS eLearningEveryone gets Tech issue now and then
Miriam MadillThanks, Sue!
sue bauerCCS eLearning... that's the truth! We have 1 of 2 working. Please stay tuned.
sue bauerThank you for waiting. We are going to try for another log in attempt
sue bauerand go for it!
sue bauerHere we go!
George VictorHello everyone.
Carol BeynerHello!
Kelvin Thompsonare the slides advancing for everyone?
Chris ClarkNot seeing slides
Kelvin Thompsoni just see Alex's photo
Laurie FoxI don't see slides either
Carol Beyneryes, but it's small. next to the headshots
Chris ClarkThere we are
Sarah Sproulethanks
Paul Meahanbetter

BlendKit UCFWe apologize for the slide issue. We will fix this in the recording once the
webinar is over.
Kelvin Thompsonsee the links underneath the video feed... Presentation File; Week 02 Poll; and
(eventually) chat archive
Laura Gekelerwe're looking forward to seeing what people say for "other"

Kelvin Thompson"other" is always interesting. no doubt
Kelvin Thompsonfor formal Q&A to be considered by facilitators, please preface questions with
"QUESTION"
Kelvin Thompsonotherwise we can just interact w/ each other in the chat
Mário Relvasnumbers, I did post about this in our Discussions
Laura GekelerQUESTION: Bb is not the only LMS which allows a Forum post before a student
can see others. Also, Piazza is helpful for anonymous asynchronous Q&A . Any experience with
that?
sue bauerThanks Laura. We will get that question to Paige.
Hector OrtizQUESTION. In blended curses, particularly the asynchronous portion, the
interaction is bridged to learn more from each other?
Hector OrtizDo you agree? Or it depends on the level (under graduate/graduate)or subject
matter?
CCS eLearningAmen
CCS eLearningDiscussions are the perfect tool for some things, and the worst tool for others.
iRonMrx@CCS eLearning: examples of both?

Paul MeahanSo you're asking your students to do something Congress can't do?

sue bauer
iRonMrxI thought we're setting the bar at a normal level, not according to our dysfunctional,
politicized legislature.
Paul MeahanAck! I wish you had time to address that "canned answer" question...
legionareiQUESTION: If the instructor interacts with students in a post/discussion board forum,
how do we avoid the students automatically "agreeing" with the instructor? Apologies if this was
addressed.

legionareiGot stuck on another conference call and mised a bit
Paul MeahanI think it should also be addressed more directly, legion...
CCS eLearningYep, forced interaction is awful. The peer-to peer interaction needs to be valuable
to the student themselves.
Marcel SchmitzThank you
Jarrod Ratcliffe@legionarei I think facilitating without directly shutting down alternative
opinions as best as possible. Perhaps you can approach it from a Socratic perspective as well...
Paul MeahanIt's such a problem, CCS. There is a whole swath of students who are simply
motivated by grades, especially if you are teaching non-elective, unpopular courses.
Hector OrtizThank you very much. It was very good. is possible to know from the administrators
if we have missed any assignment or expected activity?
Chris ClarkHow many people are registered right now?

legionarei@jarrod I see that happening a lot in my grad courses but it's a different type of student
from the undergrad stuff I teach. I might try the same techniques and see how they react
Chris Clark... registered in BlendKit, that is
Ernest HlongwaneI am in South Africa and I missed the starting time. Can I be clarified as to
what is the exact time for the Webinar while in South Africa?
Kelvin Thompson@Chris Clark over 1300 in BlendKit2017 currently
Kelvin Thompson@Ernest Hlongwane we started at the top of the hour (38 minutes ago).
Chris Clark@Kelvin Thompson thanks!
Kelvin ThompsonOLC Innovate will be great! virtual attendance options are still available
Paul MeahanWhat is the deadline for DIY assignment submission?
Alistair Cullum@Ernest Hlongwane The U.S. went on daylight savings time this weekend, so
our clocks moved ahead one hour.
Kelvin Thompson@Paul Meahan suggested due dates are weekly (by Monday's webinar), but
really deadline is open until course closes in April
BlendKit UCFWebinars start at 1pm (Eastern Standard Time) every Monday during the course.
Marcel SchmitzOke thanks for the due date. I still want to submit the week 2 ones
Paul Meahan@Kelvin Thompson Thanks, man. I wanted to get it done every week, but this week
has been wild at work!
Alistair Cullum@Ernest Hlongwane So whatever time 40 minutes ago was for you, it should
start at that time next week.
Kelvin Thompson@Paul Meahan Canvas Network course closes for assignment submission on
April 10

Paul Meahan@Alistair Cullum That is the most Daylight Saving answer ever...
Kelvin Thompson@Paul Meahan understood re: goal of weekly submission. that's why there's a
LOT of latitude/flexibility in this open course
legionareiWe are on spring break here so it's the only time I get to get things done, hopefully I
can be a little more proactive with week 3 lol
iRonMrxNot quite thousands...1,300...
iRonMrxCan you start using the Canvas badging so we can see how that works.
iRonMrx?
Ernest Hlongwane@ Kelvin Thompson, I thought the announcement was that the Webinar is
locked until 7H30.
iRonMrxWhat email address are the Credly badges coming from?
Hector OrtizThanks again.
legionareiThanks! I wish I was there with you guys, tired of snow!
Paul Meahan@Ernest Hlongwane The 'assignment' (i.e. the "I participated in the webinar..."
statement) is locked until 1:30pm EST
may leeThanks
Dr. Paulson SkerritHow do we ensure that online quizzes in blended courses are valid and
reliable given that students can use resources to answer question or collaborate in a number of
ways?
Kelvin Thompson@iRonMrx CanvasBadges don't have as much utility (outside of Canvas) in
our opinion. we've had much more success with Credly (via a middleware integration)

Paul MeahanI'm confused about the badges as well, iRon...
Paul MeahanI haven't been pronmpted to sign up for a Credly account or anything afaik
Kelvin Thompson@Paul Meahan do u have a question re: badges?
iRonMrx@Kelvin, thanks, but this means some back-end integration work for true Canvas
integration, doesn't it?
Kelvin Thompson@Paul Meahan if you have submitted any assignments in Canvas and they are
marked "complete," you should have received a badge notification at the email w/ which u
registered for the course.
Kelvin Thompson@Paul Meahan if u don't already have a Credly account, u will be prompted to
create one when attempting to "claim" the badge via the notification email.
Paul Meahan@Kelvin Would it be from "Canvas Notifications"?

